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Fig. 1. Our proposed EleGANt generates makeup faces with exquisite details. It supports flexible control such as (a) global shade control and (b) customized local editing.

Abstract. Most existing methods view makeup transfer as transferring
color distributions of different facial regions and ignore details such as
eye shadows and blushes. Besides, they only achieve controllable transfer within predefined fixed regions. This paper emphasizes the transfer
of makeup details and steps towards more flexible controls. To this end,
we propose Exquisite and locally editable GAN for makeup transfer (EleGANt). It encodes facial attributes into pyramidal feature maps to preserves high-frequency information. It uses attention to extract makeup
features from the reference and adapt them to the source face, and we
introduce a novel Sow-Attention Module that applies attention within
shifted overlapped windows to reduce the computational cost. Moreover,
EleGANt is the first to achieve customized local editing within arbitrary
areas by corresponding editing on the feature maps. Extensive experiments demonstrate that EleGANt generates realistic makeup faces with
exquisite details and achieves state-of-the-art performance. The code is
available at https://github.com/Chenyu-Yang-2000/EleGANt.
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Introduction

Makeup transfer aims to transfer the makeup from an specific reference image
to a source image. It has tremendous value in practical scenarios, for instance,
cosmetics try-on and marketing. The goal of makeup transfer is two-fold: (1)
Precisely transferring the makeup attributes from the reference to the source.
The attributes include low-frequency color features and high-frequency details
such as the brushes of eye shadow and blushes on the cheek. (2) Preserving the
identity of the source, involving shapes, illuminations, and even subtle wrinkles.
Controllable transfer further meets the requirement in practice: it allows users
to design customized makeup according to their preferences.
Deep learning approaches, especially GAN-based models [22,3,12,18,8], have
been widely employed in this task. They mainly adopt the CycleGAN [44] framework that is trained on unpaired non-makeup and with-makeup images, with extra supervision, e.g., a makeup loss term [22,3,32], to guide the reconstruction of
a specific makeup on the source face. Notwithstanding the demonstrated success,
existing approaches mainly view makeups as color distributions and largely ignore the spatial, high-frequency information about details. Some methods [22,12]
cannot tackle the pose misalignment between the two faces, while others represent makeups by matrices of limited size [18] or 1D-vectors [8], resulting in highfrequency attributes being smoothed. Meanwhile, the commonly used objective,
histogram matching [22], only imposes constraints on color distributions without incorporating any spatial information. Besides, existing controllable models
[18,8] only achieve editing the makeup within some fixed regions, for instance,
skin, lip, and eyes, instead of arbitrary customized regions.
To address these issues, we propose Exquisite and locally editable GAN for
makeup transfer (EleGANt). On one hand, we focus on high-frequency information to synthesize makeup faces with rich and delicate details. EleGANt encodes
facial attributes of different frequencies into feature maps of a pyramid structure. To tackle misaligned head poses, it uses QKV-attention to extract makeup
features from the reference and adapt them to the source face by pixel-wise correspondence. We employ a high-resolution feature map to preserve high-frequency
attributes and further propose a novel Sow-Attention Module to reduce the
computational cost. It computes attention efficiently within local windows and
uses shifted overlapped windowing schemes to ensure the continuity of the output. The network is trained with a newly designed pseudo ground truth which
comprises both color and spatial information. On the other hand, the high-res
makeup feature maps support precise editing to control the makeup style and
shade within arbitrary customized areas. To our best knowledge, EleGANt is
the first makeup transfer network to achieve this free-style local editing.
Fig. 1 exhibits the great capability and controllability of EleGANt. It generates realistic makeup images with high-fidelity colors and high-quality details.
Global shade control (Fig. 1(a)) and customized local editing (Fig. 1(b)) can
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be realized by manipulating the makeup feature maps. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the superiority of EleGANt compared with the existing methods.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– We propose EleGANt, a fully automatic makeup transfer network with the
most flexible control among existing methods. To our best knowledge, it is
the first to achieve customized local editing of makeup style and shade.
– EleGANt uses a pyramid structure with a high-resolution feature map to preserve high-frequency makeup features beyond color distributions. It achieves
state-of-the-art performance, especially in processing makeup details.
– A novel Sow-Attention Module that computes attention within shifted overlapped windows is introduced, which guarantees the continuity of the output
and reduces the computational cost for high-resolution inputs.

2
2.1

Related Work
Makeup Transfer

Makeup transfer has been studied in computer vision for a decade. Traditional
methods [30,13,40,21,24] utilized image processing techniques. Later, CycleGAN
[44] and its variants [6,2] were widely used for image-to-image translation tasks
such as facial attribute transfer. However, these methods focus on domain-level
rather than instance-level transfer, and they do not well maintain some facial
attributes, e.g., shape and pose, that keep unchanged during makeup.
Inspired by the successes in GANs, makeup transfer was formulated as an
asymmetric domain translation problem in PairedCycleGAN [3]. They also employed an additional discriminator to guide makeup transfer with pseudo transferred images. BeautyGAN [22] introduced a dual input/output GAN for simultaneous makeup transfer and removal and a color histogram matching loss
for instance-level makeup transfer. BeautyGlow [5] utilized the Glow framework
to disentangle the latent features into makeup and non-makeup components.
LADN [12] leveraged multiple and overlapping local discriminators to ensure
local details consistency. PSGAN [18] and FAT [32] proposed to use attention
mechanism to handle misaligned facial poses and expressions. Lately, SCGAN [8]
attempted to eliminate the spatial misalignment problem by encoding makeup
styles into component-wise style-codes.
However, the existing methods have limitations in processing makeup details:
some methods [22,12] cannot tackle the pose misalignment; [8] encodes the makeups into 1D-vectors, thus discarding a large proportion of spatial information;
the high cost of pixel-wise attention in [18,32] limited the size of feature maps
then harmed the preservation of details. EleGANt surpasses these approaches
by using a high-res feature map and an efficient Sow-Attention Module. Besides,
unlike previous models [18,8] that can only adjust the makeup in a fixed set of
regions, our EleGANt supports customized local editing in arbitrary regions.
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Style Transfer

Style transfer can be regarded as a general form of makeup transfer, and it
has been investigated extensively since the rise of deep convolutional neural
networks [23,10,19,26]. However, these methods either require a time-consuming
optimization process or can only transfer a fixed set of styles. Then [16] proposed
adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) that matched the mean and variance of
the content features with those of the style features and achieved arbitrary style
transfer. Since style transfer methods do not consider the face-specific semantic
correspondence and lack local manipulation and controllability, even the stateof-the-art algorithms [33,20,1] cannot fit makeup transfer applications.
2.3

Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism has been widely used in the computer vision area. Early
works [39,35] simply apply it to images where each pixel attends to every other
pixel, but they do not scale to large input sizes due to a quadratic cost in the
number of pixels. Many variants have been tried so far to make attention more
efficient and applicable to high-resolution images, e.g., tokenization on patches
[9,41], attention in local regions [27,25,43,7], and pyramid architecture [34,14,4].
Since these modules are plugged into discriminative networks for image representations, they are not exactly suitable for generative tasks. Meanwhile, sparse
attention such as block-wise [28,36], axial-wise [15,37], and nearby attention [38]
has been introduced into visual synthesis models, but neither global nor regional
attributes of the makeup can be completely encoded due to the sparsity.
For makeup transfer, naive pixel-wise attention employed by [18,32] suffers
from significant computational overhead and is hard to scale to inputs of larger
size. To address this problem, EleGANt uses a novel Sow-Attention Module that
performs attention within shifted overlapped windows.

3
3.1

Methodology
Formulation

Let X and Y be the non-makeup image domain and the makeup image domain,
where {xn }n=1,...,N , xn ∈ X and {y m }m=1,...,M , y m ∈ Y denote the examples of
two domains respectively. We assume no paired data is available, i.e., the nonmakeup and makeup images have different identities. Our proposed EleGANt
aims to learn a transfer function G: given a source image x and a reference
image y, x̂ = G(x, y), where x̂ is the transferred image with the makeup style of
y and the face identity of x.
3.2

Network Architecture

Overall. The architecture of EleGANt is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of
three components: (1) Facial Attribute Encoder. FAEnc encodes the facial attributes into feature maps of pyramid structure. High-res feature maps XH , YH
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Fig. 2. Overall structure of our proposed EleGANt. Facial Attribute Encoder (FAEnc)
constructs pyramidal feature maps. Makeup Transfer Module (MTM) yields low-res and
high-res makeup feature maps, ΓL and ΓH , by Attention and Sow-Attention modules
respectively. Makeup Apply Decoder (MADec) applies the makeup feature maps to the
source to generate the final result.

mainly contain high-frequency information about sharp edges and details, while
low-res ones XL , YL contain more low-frequency information related to colors
and shadows. (2) Makeup Transfer Module. In MTM, an Attention Module is
applied to the low-res feature maps and yields a low-res makeup feature map ΓL ,
while a Sow-Attention Module is for the high-res one ΓH . These two modules
extract makeup features of different frequencies and utilize attention to make
them spatially aligned with the source face to tackle the misalignment between
the two faces. (3) Makeup Apply Decoder. MADec applies the two makeup feature maps ΓL and ΓH to corresponding feature maps of the source respectively
by element-wise multiplication and generates the final result.
Attention Module. Since the two faces may have discrepancies in expressions
and poses, the makeup attributes of the reference face need to be adapted to
the source face. We employ a QKV-cross-attention similar to Transformer [31]
to model the pixel-wise correspondence between the two faces. Formally, given a
pair of feature maps extracted from the source and reference, X, Y ∈ RHW ×C ,
where C, H and W are the number of channels, height and width of the feature
map, we compute the attentive matrix A ∈ RHW ×HW to specify how a pixel on
X corresponds to its counterparts on Y :

  \begin {aligned} A=softmax\left (\frac {\widetilde {X}Q(\widetilde {Y}K)^T}{\sqrt {C}}\right ) \end {aligned} 

(1)

e Ye are the feature maps
where K, Q ∈ RC×C are learnable parameters, and X,
combined with positional embedding to introduce spatial information. Here, we
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adopt Landmark Embedding [32] that concatenates a vector representing the
relative positions to the facial landmarks with the visual features for each pixel.
Makeup features are extracted by a 1 × 1-Conv with weights V ∈ RC×C from
Y . They consequently maintain the spatial correspondence with Y . Then the
attentive matrix A is applied to align them with the spatial distribution of X.
The aligned features are represented by a makeup feature map Γ ∈ RHW ×C :
  \begin {aligned} \Gamma =A(YV) \end {aligned} 

(2)

After that, the makeup feature map Γ becomes the input of MADec and then
is applied to the source feature map X by element-wise multiplication:
  \begin {aligned} \widehat {X} = \Gamma \odot X \end {aligned} 

(3)

Before being fed into MADec, Γ can be globally or locally manipulated to achieve
controllable transfer, which will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.4.
Sow-Attention Module. To avoid high-frequency information being smoothed
and support precise local editing, we utilize feature maps of high resolution.
However, the above pixel-wise attention is not practicable here due to the high
quadratic cost. We propose a novel shifted overlapped windowing attention (SowAttention) to reduce the complexity. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the Sow-Attention
Module obtains the makeup feature map Γ by three steps:
(1) Coarse alignment. We employ Thin Plate Splines (TPS) to warp Y into
Y ′ to be coarsely aligned with the source face. Specifically, TPS is determined
by N control points whose coordinates in the original space and the target space
′
′ N
are denoted as C = {ci }N
i=1 and C = {ci }i=1 , respectively. Here, C is set to
be the coordinates of N landmark points [42] of the reference face and C ′ to be
those of the source face, and then TPS warps Y into Y ′ to fit C into C ′ . We use
the parameterized grid sampling [17] to perform 2D TPS that is differentiable
w.r.t input Y and the formulation from [29] to obtain required parameters.
(2) Attention. Since X and Y ′ are coarsely aligned, local attention is enough
for a point on X to capture makeup information from the neighbor region on
Y ′ . To avoid the boundary issue of non-overlapped windows that leads to artificial edges in the output image (see Sec. 4.5), we perform attention in shifted
overlapped windows. As depicted in Fig. 3, w1 , w2 , w3 and w4 represent 4 partitioning schemes that split the feature maps the into overlapped windows of
size S with an S/2 shift. A QKV-attention is shared by all windows, and the
2
result computed within window wj is denoted as Γ wj ∈ RS ×C , where C is the
number of channels. An alternative view is that a pixel cross-attends to the four
windows it belongs to, for instance, the pixel xi marked in Fig. 3 attends to the
windows {wj }4j=1 on Y ′ and obtains four vectors Γ wj (xi ) ∈ RC , j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
(3) Aggregation. For each pixel xi , the four vectors derived from previous
attention, {Γ wj (xi ), j : xi ∈ wj }, are aggregated into one vector as the final
output. We conduct this by a weighted sum:
  \begin {aligned} \Gamma (x_i)=\sum _{j:x_i\in w_j}\Gamma ^{w_j}(x_i)\cdot W(x_i,w_j) \end {aligned} \label {eq:sum} 

(4)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Sow-Attention Module. Attention is computed within shifted
overlapped windows across coarsely aligned feature maps, and the outputs are aggregated by weighted sum. A darker color indicates a larger weight.

where the weight W (xi , wj ) is determined by the relative position of xi to wj .
W (xi , wj ) should guarantee that the output is spatially continuous both inter
and intra windows. Besides, if xi is closer to the center of wj , Γ wj (xi ) will
contain more information about its neighbor region, and W (xi , wj ) is expected
to be larger. We choose a “bilinear” form that works well in practice:
  \begin {aligned} W(x_i,w_j)=\frac {\left |\left (S-2\left (\mathrm {x}(x_i)-\mathrm {x}(c_{w_j})\right )\right )\left (S-2\left (\mathrm {y}(x_i)-\mathrm {y}(c_{w_j})\right )\right )\right |}{S^2} \end {aligned} \label {eq:weight} 

(5)

where cwj denotes the center of window wj , x(·) and y(·) is the x-coordinate and
y-coordinate of a point respectively. Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 can also be interpreted as
a kind of “bilinear interpolation”: the attention results from different windows
are “interpolated” regarding their centers as anchor points.

Sow-Attention
reduces the cost of pixel-wise attention from O (HW )2 to

O HW S 2 . Generally, S = H/8 would be enough, and then the complexity is
reduced by a factor of 16 since the attention is performed with four partitioning
schemes and the cost of each is (1/8)2 of the original attention.
3.3

Makeup Loss with Pseudo Ground Truth

Due to the lack of paired makeup and non-makeup images, we adopt the CycleGAN [44] framework to train the network in an unsupervised way. Nevertheless,
normal GAN training only drives the generator to produce realistic images with
a general makeup. Therefore, to guide the reconstruction of specific makeup attributes of the reference on the source face, extra supervision, i.e., a makeup loss
term for the generator, is introduced into the total objective Ltotal :
  \begin {aligned} L_{total}&=\lambda _{a d v} (L_{\mathcal {G}}^{a d v} + L_{\mathcal {D}}^{a d v})+\lambda _{c y c} L_{\mathcal {G}}^{c y c}+\lambda _{per} L_{\mathcal {G}}^{per}+\lambda _{make} L_{\mathcal {G}}^{make} \end {aligned} 

(6)

where Ladv , Lcyc , Lper are adversarial loss [11], cycle consistency loss [44], and
perceptual loss [19] (formulations are summarized in App. C). The makeup loss
Lmake
is defined with pseudo ground truth (PGT), namely, images that are
G
synthesized independently of the generator and serve as the training objective:
  \begin {aligned} L_{\mathcal {G}}^{m a k e} &=\|\mathcal {G}(x, y)-P G T(x, y)\|_{1} +\|\mathcal {G}(y, x)-P G T(y, x)\|_{1} . \end {aligned} 

(7)
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result

Fig. 4. Different strategies for pseudo ground truth (PGT) generation. Our PGT has
more accurate details (e.g., eye shadows) than histogram matching and fewer artifacts
and distortions than TPS warping. The final generated image has better quality than
PGTs, e.g., there are no jags on the edge of the lip and artifacts on the forehead.

where P GT (x, y) has the makeup of y and the face identity of x. As shown in
Fig. 4, typical strategies for PGT generation include histogram matching [22,18]
and TPS warping [32]. Histogram matching equalizes the color distribution of
the source face with that of the reference, but it suffers from extreme color
differences and discards all spatial information. TPS warps the reference face
into the shape of the source face by aligning detected landmarks, but it may
result in artifacts of stitching and distortion and also mix in unwanted shadows.
The imprecision of these PGTs will consequently cause a sub-optimal transfer.
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Reference 𝑦
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skin

eye shadow
Color Matching

Mask by parsing

lip

Image blending
Detail Matching

Fig. 5. The pipeline of our PGT generation. It utilizes histogram matching for color
matching, TPS warping for detail matching, and annealing factors for image blending.

To address these issues, we propose a novel strategy that incorporates both
color and spatial information and avoids misleading signals. Although our PGT is
not comparable with generated images in quality, it provides sufficient guidance
complementary to the GAN training. As illustrated in Fig. 5, it consists of two
stages: color matching and detail matching.
(1) Color Matching. We adopt histogram matching [22] to replicate the
makeup color of the reference y to the source x. The color distributions in the
skin, lip, and eye shadow regions are separately equalized between x and y.
(2) Detail Matching. We employ TPS transformation to incorporate spatial
information into the PGT. Specifically, skin, lip, and eye shadow regions of the
reference y are separately warped to fit the source x using corresponding facial
landmarks, and blended with their counterparts on the color matching result.
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The blending factors αskin
, αeyes
, and αlip
anneal during the training process to
emphasize colors or details in different stages of training for better results. See
App. D.3 for implementation details.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experiment Settings

We use the MT (Makeup Transfer) dataset [22] which contains 1115 non-makeup
images and 2719 makeup images to train our model. We follow the strategy of
[22] to split the train/test set. All images are resized to 256×256 before training.
More implementation details and results are given in supplementary materials.
We conduct comparisons of EleGANt with general style transfer methods:
DIA [23], CycleGAN [44] as well as makeup transfer methods: BeautyGAN [22],
BeautyGlow [5], LADN [12], PSGAN [18], Spatial FAT [32], and SCGAN [8].
Since the implementation of BeautyGlow and Spatial FAT is not released, we
follow [22] and take the results from corresponding papers. Table 1 summarizes
the functions of open-source makeup transfer models. Our EleGANt demonstrates the greatest capability and flexibility among all methods. It can precisely
transfer makeup details and is the first to achieve customized local editing.
Table 1. Analyses of EleGANt with existing open-source methods. “Misalign.”: robust transfer with large spatial misalignment between the two faces. “Detail”: precise
transfer with high-quality details. “Shade”: shade-controllable transfer. “Part”: partial
transfer for lip, eye, and skin regions. “Local.”: local editing within arbitrary areas.
Method
BeautyGAN [22]
LADN [12]
PSGAN [18]
SCGAN [8]
EleGANt (ours)

4.2

Capability
Controllability
Misalign. Detail Shade Part Local.

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Qualitative Comparison.

Fig. 6 shows the results on images with frontal faces in neutral expressions and
light makeups. The results of DIA have unnatural colors on the hair and shadows
on the face. CycleGAN synthesizes realistic images, but it simply performs domain transfer without recovering any makeup of the reference. BeautyGlow fails
to transfer the correct color of skin and lip. Severe artifacts and blurs exist in the
results of LADN. Recent works such as PSGAN, SCGAN, and Spatial FAT can
generate more visually acceptable results. However, PSGAN and SCGAN suffer
from the color bleeding problem, e.g., blurs at the edge of the lips. Spatial FAT
generates results with richer details, but there are still apparent artifacts. Compared to existing methods, our proposed EleGANt generates the most realistic
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Source

Reference
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CycleGAN

BeautyGAN

BeautyGlow

LADN
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Spatial FAT

SCGAN

EleGANt (ours)

Fig. 6. Qualitative comparisons with existing methods. EleGANt generates the most
precise transferred result with the desired makeup and high-quality details.

Reference

Source

BeautyGAN

LADN

PSGAN

SCGAN

EleGANt (ours)

Fig. 7. Comparison on images with misaligned poses and complex makeups. Our proposed EleGANt generates the most exquisite details (e.g., the shapes and colors of the
eye shadows), the most natural colors and shadows, and the fewest artifacts.

images with natural light and shadow while synthesizing high-fidelity makeup
colors and high-quality details.
To test the effectiveness on complex makeups and robustness against spatial
misalignment, we compare our method with makeup transfer models that have
released code. The results are shown in Fig. 7. None of the existing methods can
precisely transfer makeup details such as the shapes and colors of eye shadows
(the 1st, 2nd, and 4th rows) due to the loss of high-frequency information. Our
EleGANt synthesizes these details with the highest quality with the help of highresolution feature maps. Existing methods fall short in cases that the two faces
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have large discrepancies in pose or illumination, resulting in unnatural colors
and shadows (the 3rd and 4th rows) in the transferred images. The results of
EleGANt have natural colors and shadows consistent with the faces. Besides,
images generated by EleGANt have the fewest artifacts (4th row) among all of
the methods. More samples of comparison are provided in App. E.2.
4.3

Quantitative Comparison.

We conduct a user study to quantitatively evaluate the generation quality and
the transfer precision of different models. For a fair comparison, we compare
our EleGANt with the methods whose code and pre-train model are available:
BeautyGAN, LADN, PSGAN, and SCGAN. We randomly selected 20 generated
images from the test split of the MT dataset. Totally 40 participants were asked
to evaluate these samples in three aspects: “visual quality”, “detail processing”
(the quality and precision of transferred details), and “overall performance” (considering the visual quality, the fidelity of transferred makeup, etc.). They then
selected the best one in each aspect. Table 2 demonstrates the results of the
user study. Our EleGAnt outperforms other methods in all aspects, especially
in synthesizing makeup details.
Table 2. User study results (ratio (%) selected as the best). “Quality”, “Detail” and
“Overall” denote the three aspects for evaluation: visual quality, detail processing, and
overall performance.

Quality
Detail
Overall

4.4

BeautyGAN LADN PSGAN SCGAN EleGANt (ours)
6.75
1.88
11.13
21.25
59.00
5.38
2.75
11.25
14.38
66.25
4.75
2.75
9.88
20.38
62.25

Controllable Makeup Transfer

Since the makeup feature maps ΓH and ΓL spatially correspond to the source face
and are combined with the source feature maps by element-wise multiplication,
controllability can be achieved by interpolating those makeup feature maps.
Partial and Interpolated Makeup Transfer. Transferring the makeup in
predefined parts of the face, for instance, lip and skin, can be realized automatically by masking makeup feature maps using face parsing results. Specifically,
let x denote the source image, yi denote the reference image we would like to
transfer for part i, and Mix ∈ [0, 1]H×W is the corresponding parsing mask, the
partial transferred feature maps are calculated as:
  \begin {aligned} \Gamma _* &= M_i^x\odot \Gamma _*^{y_i} + (1- M_i^x) \odot \Gamma _*^x \end {aligned} 

Γ∗y

(8)

where ∗ ∈ {H, L},
is the makeup feature map with x being the source and
y being the reference, the mask is expanded along the channel dimension, and
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Source

Reference 1

Global makeup interpolate

Reference 2

Source

Reference 1

Lip + eye shadow makeup interpolate

Reference 2

Fig. 8. Partial and interpolated makeup transfer. The first row applies a global transfer.
The second row only transfers the lipsticks and eye shadows of the two references.

Source

Selected area

Reference 1

makeup interpolate

Reference 2

Ref.1

Ref.2

Source

Selected area

Ref.1 (upper)

Ref.2 (lower)

Light

Shade control

Heavy

Fig. 9. Customized local editing. In the first row, we select the areas around the eyes
and cheek to adjust the eye shadow and blush. In the second row, we select the areas
of upper and lower eye shadow and assign them with different references.

⊙ denotes the Hadamard product. Interpolating the makeup feature maps can
control the shade of makeup or fuse makeup from multiple references. Given a
source image x, two reference images y1 , y2 , and a coefficient αS ∈ [0, 1], we first
get the makeup feature maps of y1 and y2 w.r.t. x, and interpolate them by
  \begin {aligned} \Gamma _*&= \alpha ^S \Gamma _*^{y_1} + (1-\alpha ^S) \Gamma _*^{y_2}\ ,\ *\in \{H,L\} \end {aligned} 

(9)

If we want to adjust the shade of makeup using a single reference style, just
simply set y2 = x, then αS indicates the intensity. We also perform partial and
interpolated makeup transfer simultaneously by leveraging both area masks and
shade intensity, and the results are shown in Fig. 8.
Customized Local Editing. The general controls can be formulated as: given
a set of k reference images {yi }ki=1 with corresponding masks {Mix }ki=1 for the
area to apply makeup and coefficients {αiS }ki=1 to specify the shade, the fused
makeup feature maps are computed by
  \label {eq:free} \begin {aligned} \Gamma _* &= \sum _{i=1}^k \alpha ^S_i M_i^x\odot \Gamma _*^{y_i} + \left (1-\sum _{i=1}^k \alpha ^S_i M_i^x\right )\odot \Gamma _*^x\ ,\ *\in \{H,L\} \end {aligned} 

(10)
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Fig. 10. Ablation study of architecture design. “w/o Sow.” denotes performing attention in non-overlapped windows instead of shifted overlapped windows. Unnatural
colors are marked by red boxes. Detail missing and blurs are marked by green boxes.

Source

Reference

w/o PGT

w/o his.

w/o TPS

w/o anneal

EleGANt

Fig. 11. Ablation study of PGT generation. We train the network with different PGT
settings and compare the final results generated by the network. “w/o his.” denotes generating PGT without histogram matching. “w/o anneal” indicates using fixed blending
factors rather than annealing during the training process.

Unlike SCGAN [8] that restrict the areas for partial transfer to skin, lip and eye
shadow, our EleGANt is more interactive and flexible. In Eq. 10, Mix can be the
mask of any arbitrary area, and it has the same size as the makeup feature map.
Therefore, we can specify customized regions to edit their makeup styles and
shades, and the paint-board for region selection is of the same resolution as the
high-res makeup feature map ΓH . Though the masks need to be down-sampled
when applied to the low-res ΓL , the makeup details are dominantly determined
by ΓH , whose high resolution guarantees the precision of the controls. Fig. 9
illustrates customized local editing of makeup style and shade.
4.5

Ablation Study

Architecture Design. Our EleGANt utilizes high-resolution feature maps to
preserve high-frequency information as well as attention in shifted overlapped
windows which reduces the complexity and avoids the boundary issue. Here we
conduct an ablation study to evaluate their effectiveness. As shown in Fig. 10,
without the high-res feature maps, detailed facial attributes, e.g., eye shadows of
the reference (the 1st and 2nd rows) and freckles of the source (2nd row), are lost
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or smoothed during the transfer. When replacing Sow-attention with attention
in non-overlapped windows, the outputs are discontinuous on the boundaries of
the windows. Fig. 10 shows that there are color blocks nearby the eyebrow (1st
row) and on the forehead (2nd row).

PGT Generation. To confirm our proposed strategy for pseudo ground truth
generation, we conduct ablation studies on all techniques we employ. Qualitative
comparisons are demonstrated in Fig. 11. The model will only yield images with
general instead of particular makeups if we do not use PGT for supervision.
Spatial information cannot be injected into PGT without TPS transformation,
so the model fails to transfer makeup details (e.g., the eye shadows are missing in
the first row and inaccurate in the second row.) due to the lack of corresponding
supervision. Without histogram matching or annealing, artifacts introduced by
TPS warping and image blending remain in the PGT, which are then learned by
the model (e.g., stitching traces nearby the lip of the first row and on the forehead
of the second row). Besides, the model learns to directly copy the shadows of
the reference to the source face when only guided by TPS-warped images.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we emphasize that makeup transfer is beyond transferring color
distributions. We propose Exquisite and locally editable GAN for makeup transfer (EleGANt) to improve the synthesis of details and step towards more flexible
controls. It utilizes high-res feature maps to preserve high-frequency attributes,
and a novel Sow-Attention Module performs attention within shifted overlapped
to reduce the computational cost. The model is trained with a newly designed
objective that leverages both color and spatial information. Besides partial and
interpolated makeup transfer, it is the first to achieve customized local makeup
editing within arbitrary regions. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of EleGANt compared with existing approaches. It can generate realistic
images with exquisite details, despite various facial poses and complex makeup
styles. Besides, we believe that the attention scheme with shifted overlapped
windowing (Sow-Attention) would be helpful for other tasks and networks.
Although our model succeeds in daily makeup transfer, it fails in some cases
such as extreme makeup. The MT dataset [22] we currently use has limited
resolution and diversity of makeup styles and skin tones. This may be addressed
if more data is available and we leave this for future work.
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